
AN EXAMPLE CONCERNING AFFINE CONNEXIONS

N. HICKS

Introduction. The purpose of this note is to exhibit a simply con-

nected manifold on which is defined a complete affine connexion with

the following property: for each integer »>0 there are two points

such that any broken geodesic between them must contain at least «

breaks. The idea is to take a manifold, say M, with complete affine

connexion such that the exponential map is not onto, remove neigh-

borhoods of two points, getting M', so that any geodesic (in M)

leaving one of these neighborhoods must break at least once in order

to intersect the other neighborhood, then attach a countable number

of copies of M' together through these neighborhoods. The difficulty

arises in accomplishing the attaching while preserving completeness.

Perhaps this process may prove useful in other studies. This example

shows that Theorem 1 in [3] (see bibliography) does not hold if a

bound is placed on the number of breaks a broken geodesic may have.

The author would like to thank M. Berger, I. M. Singer, and W.

Kaplan for helpful suggestions.

1. Local flattening of a connexion. Let M be a C00 manifold on

which is defined a complete affine connexion ca, i.e., a connexion on

the bundle of bases £(il7) (see [l]). Take a point m in M and let </>

be a coordinate map with coordinate functions Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn on a

neighborhood U of m. We take U so that the exponential map (for a>)

at m is a diffeo with respect to U and U is convex (see [4]). Let T

denote the set of functions V)t belonging to oj and <b; we assume <p is

chosen so that all Tjt(w)=0. Further we suppose all x,(m)=0 and

p in U implies ¿JÎ x,ip)2<R2. Let d denote the distance function in

U induced by this coordinate system. For 0<r<R, let Z7(r) be the

open ball about m of radius r. In general, let Bip, r)

= [qCU:dip,q)<r].

Theorem 1. There is a complete connexion ¿> on M and a real number

s such that: (1) 0<s<£, (2) w = ü> on M— Uis), (3) ü is the flat Rie-
mannian connexion associated with d in Uis/2).

Proof. For each r, 0<r<R, let/,, be a real valued C°° function on

M with frip)=0 for p in £/(r/2), frip) = l for p in M-Uir), and

0^/r^l. Moreover we may assume the mapping: (r, p)-+frip) is

continuous on the set (0, £) X M. Let/o = 1 on M. For each r, 0 á r <£,
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let u>r be the connexion on M defined by requiring «r = « on M—U,

while Tr=/rr defines wr in terms of the coordinate map <b in U.

Note the function: ir,p)^>f\r\ip)Tip) is continuous on (—£,£)X U.

This is trivial at points where r^O. For a point (0, p) take any e>0.

If p = m, let 5>0 be chosen so that q in Z7(5) implies |rjt(e;)| <e

for all i,j, k. Then if (r, q) in (-£, £)Xt/(5), |/ir|(a)r(5)-0| <e.

If p?*m, let bi — dim, p)/2. Let 52>0 be chosen so that q in Bip, 82)

implies ¡Tjtiq) —Tjtip)\ <e for all i, j, k, and 82<5i. Then if (r, q) in

(-5,, 5i)X£(P, ô2), \fM(q)T(q)-T(p)\=\T(q)-T(p)\ <e since 2 in
M- t/(5i).

Let P(A7) be the tangent bundle to M; let ir: T(M)—>M; let

W= [ip, X) in T(M):p in £7(22/2) and expm(±Z) in £/(£/2)]; let

yf = x,- o ir and yn+i = dxi for ¿= 1, • • • , w. Then the differential equa-

tions for "lifted" geodesies for the cor connexion become (the prime

denote differentiation with respect to /),

(y>)' = yn+i,      iyn+i)' - - £ (/»ry»o »)3%h^+*

summing j and & from 1 to w. We abbreviate this system by writing

y' = £(y, r). Note Pis a continuous function on D = I^X (-£/2, £/2)

and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in y uniformly on D.

Use the notation git, ip, X), r) to denote a geodesic of the cor

connexion defined on some interval about t = 0, with 0—>£ and tangent

vector X at Z = 0. We know g(¿, (£, X), 0) is defined for all t by com-

pleteness of w, but the image points may not all remain in U.

For each ip, X) in W we know git, ip, X), 0) is defined and stays

in U for tin [ — 1, 1 ]. A slight variation of a theorem from the theory

of differential equations (see [2, p. 29]) gives us a 5i>0 such that

if \r\ <bi then g(t, (p, X), r) is defined for t in [-1, l]. Now let

W' = [(p, X) in W:~ Ú d(m, expPy XJ Ú yj.

Let F= i/(£/8), let W" =WT\t-\V). Hence IF" is compact. The

theorem from differential equations assures us g it, ip, X), r) is con-

tinuous on the set ( — 1, 1)XWXi —Si, 5i) and hence is uniformly

continuous on A = [-1/2, 1/2]XW"X [-5i/2, Si/2]. Thus for the

number £/16 we obtain ô2>0 such that if we have elements

(ft, iP, Xi), ri) and (t2, ip2, X2), r2), both in A, with \h — t2\ <52,

diipi, Xi), ip2, X2))<62 and \rr-r2\ <S2, then

digih, (pi, Xi), n), git2, ip2, X2), r2)) < — •
16
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Now take s such that 0<5<minimum[5i/2, 52, £/8]. Claim

03=03, is the desired connexion. We need only show ¿> is complete.

Since 03 = 03 in M— Uis) we need only worry about geodesies ema-

nating from (or passing through) Uis). Take p in U(s) and take any Y

tangent to M at p. There is a real number b such that ip, b Y) in

W", i.e., 3R/8=dim, expp |&F)^£/2, for U is convex with respect

to the 03 connexion. Then git, ip, bY), s) is defined on [ — 1, l] and

for 1=1/2 we claim dim, g(a))>s where a=(l/2, ip, bY), s), hence

g has reached a point at which ¿> = co and hence may be indefinitely

extended. The above inequality follows by letting ß = (1/2, ip, bY), 0),

hence a and ß are both in A and within 52 of each other which implies

d(g(oc), giß)) <£/16. But dim, g(ß))=3R/8, hence

3£      £       5 £
dim,gia)) =-= —£> — > i. q.e.d.

8        16      16 8

We remark if we take ¿o = c<v for any 0<s'<s the conclusion of

Theorem 1 still holds.

2. Attaching two spaces. Let M and M' be two C°° manifolds, with

the same dimension «, each carrying complete connexions. We wish

to define a process which can roughly be described as follows. We

remove two particular neighborhoods V and V from M and M'

respectively. Let P = (M- V)KJN\J(M'- V) where TV is a "neck"

attached to M — V along the boundary of V and similarly attached

to M' — V. We then define a complete connexion on P which coin-

cides with the original connexions in 717— V and 717'— V.

Using the function exp( —(1/x)2) we may construct a regular univa-

lent C°° function cb: E^E2 such that for ffcl, tb(t) = (t, 0); for

¿a — 1, <b(t) = i~t, 1); moreover, letting <j>it) = (x(i), y(t)) we assume

for —Kt<l that y(i) is strictly decreasing with 0<y(¿)<l; for

0<t<l, xit) is strictly decreasing with 1/2<x(/) <1, x(0) = 1/2; and

x(-t)=x(t) for -Kt<0.

For any real number r > 0 we define N(r) to be the «-dimensional

regular submanifold of £n+1 consisting of the union of the three sets:

=    (a1} • • • , an, 0) : J2ai = r   .

i =    (<hj • • • ,a», 1):  Sö< = f    »

Ui =    (aix(t). • ■ ■ , anx(t), y(t)): ¿ a) = r and -1 = t = 1   .

Uo

U
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Using the Riemannian metric on N(r) induced from the Euclidean

metric on £n+1, we obtain a complete connexion ûj0 on 7\7(r) since

Nir) is complete (closed) as a subset of £n+1.

Let M and 717' be C°° manifolds of dimension « carrying complete

affine connexions w and u', respectively. Let m, m! ; U, U'; x{, xi ;

£, £'; and d, d' all be chosen as in §1 for M and 717' respectively.

Applying Theorem 1 to 717 and 717' we obtain a connexion ¿> on 717 and

number s, and a connexion ¿/ on 717' and number s'. By taking the

smaller we may assume s = s' by the remark at the end of §1.

Let V= Uis/A), V'=U'is/A). Let Nis/A) be the submanifold of E"+l

defined above. Let N = [p in N(s/4)-.p in Z72]. Let P = (M- V)KJN
W(717' — V). If p is in the boundary of V we identify p with the point

in N with coordinates (xi(J>), • • • , x„ip), 0); similarly, for p' in the

boundary of V we identify p' with the point in N with coordinates

(xi(p), • • • , x¿(£'), 1). Our definition of TV assures us P is a C°°

manifold. Let a be the connexion defined on P by © = ¿> on 717— V,

o=«o on TV, a = «' on 717'— V. By Theorem 1 these connexions agree

on the "overlap." Furthermore a is complete and a=co on 717— U(s),

a=03' on M'-U'(s).

We refer to the above process by saying we have attached 717 and

M' through the neighborhoods U and U' respectively.

3. The example. Let G be the Lie group SL(2, C) = [2X2 matrices
T over C: det T= 1J. Let w be the complete connexion on G defined

by left translation. We provide two points pi and £2 in G, with

neighborhoods 77i and U2 respectively, such that any geodesic leaving

Z7i must break at least once in order to intersect U2. Then going to the

simply connected covering and "inverting" through these neighbor-

hoods we obtain the example.

We recall that the exponential map from the Lie algebra of G into

G does not map onto G, for any element in the image has a square

root and any element in this group having a square root has trace

^ — 2, however there exist elements with trace < — 2. Let p be in G

with trace p<—2, let e be the identity. Since trace is continuous

we may let U be a neighborhood of p such that trace iU) < — 2. We

further take U= Vip where Vi is a neighborhood of e. Let F be a

neighborhood of e with FFC Vi and V= V~l. We claim no unbroken

geodesic emanating from a point in V intersects Vp. For if g was such

a geodesic, say g(0)=w in V, gia)=p' in Vp, then m~1gi0) = e,

m~1gia) =m~xp' = m~lm'p is in U. But mrlg is a geodesic and no un-

broken geodesic passing through e can intersect U because of the trace

condition. Let Ui= V, U2=Vp.
For each integer n — l, let Mn = G. By §2 we may attach each Mk
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to 7l7*+i, for k — 1, through the neighborhoods U2 and Z7i respectively,

obtaining a manifold TV with complete connexion which agrees with

co on each Mk — (t7iWU2), k>l. Hence for any integer « we need only

let po = e in 717"i — U2CN and let pn be any point in Mn — (UiUU2),

then any broken geodesic from p0 to pn must break at least n times.

Finally, let M be the simply connected covering of N, let ir: M—»TV

be the covering map, and define a connexion a>* on M by <o*=7r*«.

For each i^O, let w¿ be a point in Af with ir(mi)=pi. Then any

broken geodesic from mo to w„ must contain at least « breaks since

7T carries a geodesic in M into a geodesic in G.
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